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Chapter 1 

Less emphasis on inventories, I think, may tend to dampen business cycles, 
because business cycles are typically in the grasp of inventory cycles and 
heavy industry cycles.

— Paul A. Volcker

1 Inventory Management Basics

Inventory management deals with the management of materials on a quantity
and value basis, including all internal and external movement of goods in an
enterprise, and the planning, entering, and documenting of these movements.
Proper inventory management ultimately comes down to having the correct
inventory in the right form and quantity, in the right place and time, at the right
cost.

In SAP, each type of material movement is given a unique movement type, and
for each movement posted, a material document will be created and stored in the
database; we will address both of these concepts in this chapter.

A company carries many different types of inventory, the most common of which
we’ll explore in more detail. We’ll also look at the costs related to storing and
maintaining inventory over a certain period of time. First, however, we need a
more in-depth definition of what a movement type is, as well as an understanding
of its importance in inventory management.

1.1 Movement Type Concept

The movement type is a key concept in SAP Inventory Management: no movement
can occur without a movement type. Whenever you enter a goods movement
into the SAP system, you must also enter a movement type to indicate the type of
movement that is to be executed.

Various movement types are distinguished by a three-digit number (key). For
example:
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� A goods receipt against a purchase order or production order

� A goods issue to production

� A goods issue to cost center

� A return to vendor

� A sale to a customer

� A scrap posting

� A storage location-to-storage location transfer

� A plant-to-plant transfer

� A transfer from quality inspection stock into unrestricted stock

� A transfer from consignment stock into own stock

The movement type has an important control function in inventory management:
it enables the system to find predefined posting rules. Those rules determine how
to post the financial accounting system’s accounts (stock and consumption) and
how to update the stock quantity fields in the material master record. Further-
more, a movement type dictates which fields are required for entry of a docu-
ment and which fields are displayed; it also determines whether a material docu-
ment item can be printed with a certain movement type, and, if so, what kind of
document is to be issued.

1.1.1 Change or Add New Movement Type

There are many movement types preconfigured in SAP for all kinds of receipt,
withdrawal, and transfer postings, and they can be modified to allow for (or
restrict) certain functionalities. It is also possible to configure new movement
types in the system. However, because the configuration table and the settings
therein are very complex, SAP recommends to always reference an existing
movement type when setting up a new one. Doing so ensures that all of the
important control indicators copy over to the new movement type, and that you
don’t have to maintain them all manually.

Note

If you decide to add a new movement type in SAP, don’t forget to also define the asso-
ciated reversal movement type and link them together!

You can change movement type settings, or add new ones, with the configuration
Transaction OMJJ, or via the IMG (Implementation Guide) menu path Materials
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Management � Inventory Management and Physical Inventory � Movement

Types � Copy, Change Movement Types. See Figure 1.1 for an example of the SAP
movement type configuration table.

Figure 1.1  Movement Type Configuration

1.1.2 Control Parameters

As you can see in Figure 1.1, there are multitudes of different configuration set-
tings that you can make for each movement type. For example:

� You can maintain the exact short text as it should appear in any pull-down
menu. This short text can be stored for any language key that exists in your sys-
tem.

� You can determine for which SAP transaction the movement type is allowed.

� You can configure reasons for movement that are applicable for a movement
type, especially for movement types that require the entry of a reason (as indi-
cated by the + sign in the Reas. column).

If you access an area in the configuration dialog structure for certain views, you
may see several table entries for the same movement type. This is the case
because some of the control settings do not depend solely on the movement type,
but rather they also consider other parameters (i.e., debit/credit indicator). A
good example of this is the Account Grouping view. Each movement type will
be represented many times in this configuration view, because it is further bro-
ken down by the special stock indicator and other parameters that ultimately con-
trol the automatic account determination. Figure 1.2 shows an example of the
Account Grouping view.
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Figure 1.2  Movement Type Configuration—Account Grouping

Each movement type is set to either result in a consumption update or in no such
update (as per setting in the field Consumption posting). Therefore, when you
do any inventory posting, the system automatically knows whether that posting
needs to update the material consumption table.

The movement type also controls whether the automatic creation of storage loca-
tion data in the material master record will be allowed at the time of the first inven-
tory posting (as per the checkbox labelled Create SLoc automat.). This is a helpful
feature that can prevent unnecessary error messages during inventory posting.
Note, however, that this control feature depends on whether your configuration
settings at the plant level allow for automatic creation of storage location data.

These are just a few of the control parameters available in the movement type
configuration table. Figure 1.3 provides some visual information on what other
control parameters can be set.
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Figure 1.3  Movement Type Control Parameters

If you execute an inventory posting, on occasion, you may need to reverse that
posting. In SAP, you do so by using a designated reversal movement type. For each
movement type, there is an associated reversal movement type. As a rule of thumb,
the reversal key for a movement type is the original movement type plus one. For
example, if you take movement type 101 (goods receipt), its reversal movement
type is 102 (101 + 1). This logic holds true for all movement types in SAP.

Tip

A specific movement type value can be set as the default movement types in some of
the SAP Inventory Management transactions, if needed. To do so, use the designated
movement type parameter ID BWA, which can be maintained in a user’s profile.

Parameter IDs can automatically fill a field with proposed values from SAP memory.
However, the field only fills automatically with the value stored in the parameter ID if it
is explicitly permitted in the transaction’s screen painter.

The various movement types are an important factor in SAP Inventory Manage-
ment, as so is the creation of material documents upon posting any movements.
We will explain this document creation principle next.
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1.2 Document Principle

In SAP, the generally accepted accounting principle of “no posting without a doc-
ument” applies. According to this principle, a document must be created and
stored in the system for every transaction or event that results in a stock change.

Whenever a goods movement (receipt, issue, or transfer) is posted in the SAP sys-
tem, two documents will automatically be created (as shown in Figure 1.4):

� Material document

� Accounting document

Note

There is an exception to this rule: if the goods movement has no relevance for financial
accounting (i.e., an internal transfer from one storage location to another), no account-
ing document will be generated.

Figure 1.4  Documents for Goods Movements

We’ll discuss these two documents in more detail in the following sections.

1.2.1 Material Document

For each and every goods movement that is posted in SAP, a material document will
be created. This document serves as proof of one or more material movements, and

Material

Goods Movement

Material
Document

Accounting
Document
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stores all details that pertain to the movements. Along with the material document
year, the document number constitutes the key with which a material document
is accessed in the system. The material document also provides information for
downstream processes (i.e. it serves as a reference for invoice payment in the case
of external procurement, if the purchasing document required a three-way-match).

Once an inventory posting is saved, the SAP system will automatically assign the
next sequential material document number. These document numbers are inter-
nally assigned and are based on the transaction/event type that is allocated to
each transaction in SAP Inventory Management. The transaction/event type
allows for detailed document number assignment, and for the systematic storage
of documents in the document file. Table 1.1 shows an example of transaction/
event types.

Through this transaction/event type, a different group of number ranges is used
for the various types of inventory postings. SAP is pre-set, and distinguishes the
following postings and uses a different number range for each of them:

� Physical inventory documents

� Goods movements (goods issues and transfer postings) and inventory differ-
ences

� Goods receipts

Typically, SAP buffers a designated value of document numbers on the applica-
tion server, and so it is not unusual for a gap in number assignments to occur.
This is mainly done for system performance reasons.

Figure 1.5 shows an example of a material document, as displayed with Trans-
action MIGO. The material document consists of a header section and an item
section. The header section stores the document date; the posting date; the date
and time of data entry; the transaction/event type; the user ID of the person who

Goods Movement Transaction/Event Type

Goods receipt for purchase order WE

Goods receipt for order WF

Goods issue, transfer posting WA

Goods issue for delivery WL

Table 1.1  Transaction and Event Types
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posted the transaction; and information on if a goods receipt slip has been
printed, and what that receipt contains. In the items section, the movement type,
material number, quantity posted, plant code, and storage location are stored. In
cases where a posting is performed at the expense of a G/L account, additional
account assignment information may be stored, as well.

Note

If you display the material document via Transaction MB03, the information displayed
will look different, though the overall content will be the same as the information dis-
played via Transaction MIGO.

Figure 1.5  Material Document Display via Transaction MIGO

If a material posting is accounting-relevant, the generated accounting document
can be accessed from within the material document via a document link (in the
Doc. Info tab).

Once a goods movement has been posted and a material document is created, this
document can no longer be changed. Only additional information, such as header
or item comments, can be entered. If a document has been created in error, it cannot
be deleted, but rather must be cancelled/reversed with either Transaction MIGO (or
using menu path Logistics � Materials Management � Inventory Management �

Goods Movement � Goods Movement), using the appropriate reversal movement
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type, or with Transaction MBST (or using menu path Logistics � Materials Man-

agement � Inventory Management � Material Document � Cancel/Reverse), ref-
erencing the material document number that is to be cancelled.

1.2.2 Accounting Document

If a posted movement is relevant for financial accounting (and therefore updates
a G/L account), an accounting document  parallel to the new material document is
created. In most cases, there is a 1:1 correlation between the material document
and the accounting document. However, it is possible that an inventory posting
(with one generated material document) will result in the creation of more than
one accounting document. This is the case if the materials posted point to differ-
ent plants that belong to different company codes, because an accounting docu-
ment number is unique per legal entity (company code).

The accounting document records changes in values in a company code arising
from accounting transactions, such as transactions triggered in inventory manage-
ment that result in inventory value changes.

Accounting documents are split into document types, which allow one to differ-
entiate between different document number assignments. The transaction/event
used in SAP Inventory Management determines which document type is used in
the accounting document. In the standard SAP system, the accounting document
types detailed in Table 1.2 are predefined for inventory management.

Each accounting document is uniquely identified by the document number, the
company code, and the fiscal year. The document itself consists of a document
header and at least two line items. Figure 1.6 shows an example of an accounting
document, as displayed via Transaction FB03.

Goods Movement Document Type

Goods receipt for purchase order WE

Goods receipt for production order WE

Goods issue, transfer posting WA

Goods issue for delivery WL

Inventory differences WI

Table 1.2  Predefined Accounting Document Types
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Figure 1.6  Accounting Document Display via Transaction FB03

Once an accounting document has been posted, the system protects certain fields
in that document from changes. The protected fields include the amount posted,
the account, the posting key, the fiscal year, and the tax amount. These fields can
no longer be changed, as they have already lead to an update of account balances
upon posting.

Any accounting documents that have been created as the result of an inventory
management posting must be reversed with functions in that area. This means
that the transaction in inventory management must be reversed, which automat-
ically leads to the creation of the associated reversal accounting document.

Now that we have explained the document principle, let’s move on to the various
inventory types and examine how they are most commonly categorized.

1.3 Common Inventory Types

Inventory in manufacturing companies generally cycles through distinct stages,
and these companies must account for inventory in each stage. One method of
categorization in SAP is the use of a material type that groups together materials
with the same basic attributes. (For example, raw materials, finished goods, semi-
finished goods, or spare parts). Figure 1.7 depicts the current standard attributes
for the aforementioned material types.
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When running inventory reports or analyses in SAP, material type often serves as
a selection criteria to narrow the search and report results.

Figure 1.7  Standard SAP Material Types (Excerpt)

Together with the plant, the material’s type determines its inventory manage-
ment requirements, that is:

� Whether changes in quantity are updated in the material master record.

� Whether changes in value are also updated in the stock accounts in financial
accounting.

There are more ways to categorize inventory than by material type. For example,
inventory can be broken down based upon its primary purpose, its owner, or
how it is managed in the supply chain. In the following section, we want to
address the most commonly used inventory types that fall into these categories.

1.3.1 Raw Material Inventory

Raw materials are typically not sold; they are primarily externally procured mate-
rials or items that are used in the production process, and ultimately result in a
finished good. They will undergo some kind of physical change as they are con-
sumed in the production process.

Raw material inventory is defined as the total quantity and cost of all in-stock com-
ponents which have not yet been used in either work-in-process or finished
goods production.

Raw materials are divided into two subcategories:

� Direct materials that will become part of the finished product.

� Indirect materials that will not be incorporated in the finished product, but
which are consumed during the production process nevertheless. For example,
machine lubricants or similar products that may be needed in the manufactur-
ing process.
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Raw materials are mostly, but not exclusively, valuated using a moving average
price (i.e., a price that changes as a consequence of goods movements and the
entry of invoices, and that is used to valuate a material) and the total cost of all
raw materials on hand, which is reflected in the balance sheet as an asset. When
a raw material is initially posted into inventory upon goods receipt, it is recorded
into an inventory asset account, debiting the raw materials inventory account and
crediting the accounts payable account. In today’s ERP systems, this posting, as
well as any subsequent inventory movement, is done in real time, and SAP ERP is
no exception to this fact.

From a financial point of view, raw material inventory is usually assessed at the
beginning and end of each period, so as to determine the value of the total usage
in that period, as well as the total value on the books.

From an inventory management point of view, raw material inventory is dealt
with on a daily basis by ways of receipts, issues, and transfers. It is essential to
always have enough inventory on hand to ensure continued operation and a
smooth production process, while at the same time keeping the inventory level as
low as possible.

Based on the industry a company resides in, raw materials may be classified
under different names, such as components or ingredients.

1.3.2 WIP Inventory

Work-in-process (or WIP) denotes the part of the inventory that is currently within
the production process, but which has not yet been completed and transferred to
the finished goods inventory. You could start by thinking of WIP inventory as all
the goods that are on the factory or shop floor, but it includes more than that.
WIP inventory is an inventory account that reports the cost of all goods that are
on the shop floor, which should include not only the cost of the direct material
that has been issued to the floor, but also direct labor and the allocation of any
production overhead for the goods on the floor.

WIP inventory is often misunderstood, as it does not strictly deal with a count-
able quantity of inventory. As the WIP goods become manufactured into a fin-
ished product, their cost will be credited to the WIP account and debited to the
finished goods inventory account. What is left in the WIP inventory account
thereafter is the value of in-process materials. These in-process materials are
materials that no longer exist as specific stock items, and are not to be confused
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with semi-finished products, which are usually still tracked and inventoried by a
unique item number.

Work-in-process is not based solely on the physical state of the materials, but
rather upon the bill of material structure and their transactional status. For exam-
ple, once a material is picked and issued to a production order and brought to the
shop floor, it becomes part of WIP.

A company must disclose the cost of its work-in-process in its financial statement.
WIP is usually calculated for production orders (or process orders) during the
period-end closing. Thus, WIP is really more of an accounting classification than
an inventory classification.

1.3.3 Finished Goods Inventory

Finished goods consist of those goods that have been manufactured in-house and
are now waiting to be sold or shipped. However, a finished product can also be an
item that is bought and then resold in the same form without adding any further
value. These goods are known as merchandise or trading goods.

Finished goods inventory represents the amount and value of manufactured items
in stock, ready and available to be sold to customers. It is usually valuated with a
standard price, which is a constant price that does not take goods movements and
invoices into account. This standard price is typically updated once or twice a
year (though some companies do it more frequently) based on product costing
that looks at past production processes to determine the cost per unit of produc-
tion.

Depending where a product is located in the supply chain, an item classified as a
finished good for one location may be considered an unfinished product or com-
ponent for another location. For example, wings for the Airbus aircraft are man-
ufactured in the U.K., and in that manufacturing facility, a wing is considered a
finished product. That wing is then shipped to the Airbus assembly plant in
France, where it is considered a component of the entire aircraft.

In a typical process, once production is complete, the WIP account is credited and
the finished goods inventory account is debited. A finished product is typically
considered a short-term asset on an enterprise’s balance sheet, since it is expected
that the goods will be sold within the foreseeable future. Once the finished prod-
uct is sold, its value is transferred from the balance sheet to the income statement.
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1.3.4 Spare Parts Inventory

Spare parts are interchangeable components that are used for the repair or
replacement of failed or defective units, as well as for equipment maintenance in
the plant. Spare parts are often also called MRO (maintenance, repair, and oper-
ating) parts, though this term may include more than just spare parts (e.g., office
supplies). Spare parts inventory is vital to production operations. They parts are
purchased and stored like any other part type, though some companies decide to
not keep spares in stock, instead choosing to expense them directly at the time of
purchase. Many manufacturers also maintain an inventory of essential spare parts
for their finished product portfolio, which is often kept for the entire life cycle of
these products. This is typically part of their aftermarket service and often
included in sales negotiations.

Any of these spare parts are valuable assets for a company, and they are typically
classified as such in the balance sheet.

Spare parts and MRO inventories are fundamentally different from other types of
inventory that a company carries, as the need for such inventory is not driven by
customer or production demand, and as such that need is rather unpredictable.

Spare parts have very distinguished characteristics pertaining to inventory and
how it is managed. For example:

� Items that are rarely used must nevertheless be stocked.

� Stockout costs can be disproportionately high compared to the actual value of
the item.

� Items of small value can be critically important.

All of the aforementioned inventory types are characterized by their primary use
and purpose. We will now move on to another inventory type, which is instead
characterized by who owns it: consignment inventory.

1.3.5 Consignment Inventory

Before we address consignment inventory directly, let’s step back and look at what
consignment actually is.

We can define consignment as …

… a quantity of goods that are sent to a person or place to be sold or consumed.
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Consignment always refers to the timing of the transfer of ownership of the
inventory. They key characteristic for consignment stock is that ownership
always remains with the sender (supplier) until such time when this stock is with-
drawn by the customer, either for production or selling purposes, or when it is
taken into the supplier’s own inventory. Figure 1.8 illustrates the consignment
inventory flow.

Consignment is also characterized by the fact that the liability of loss, damage,
obsolescence, or theft remains with the supplier.

Figure 1.8  Consignment Inventory Flow

In SAP, we distinguish between two different types of consignment inventory,
which we’ll discuss in the following subsections:

� Customer Consignment Inventory

� Vendor Consignment Inventory

Customer Consignment Inventory

Customer consignment inventory is inventory that is stored at the customer’s loca-
tion, but which is still owned by your company. Only when the customer
removes the goods from his inventory is he obliged to pay for them. Until such
time, the inventory is still on your company’s balance sheet. Invoicing and
accounts receivable transactions are deferred in the supply chain when such
inventory is kept.

Supplier

Customer

Material

(Property of Supplier)
Transportation
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Since consignment stock remains part of a company’s valuated stock, it must be
managed in the SAP ERP system.

In SAP, customer consignment stock is:

� Managed separately from the rest of the inventory so that, at any given time,
you know what inventory is stored at a customer’s location.

� Managed separately for each customer.

Customer consignment stock is managed as a special stock, using the special stock
indicator “W”. Even when inventory moves from regular inventory into cus-
tomer consignment stock, the total valuated stock remains the same, as your com-
pany is still the owner of the goods.

Vendor Consignment Inventory

Vendor consignment inventory is inventory that a supplier provides and stores on
the purchaser’s premises. The supplier (vendor) remains the legal owner of the
goods until they are withdrawn from consignment and put to use, or taken over
into the purchaser’s own inventory. Only once materials are withdrawn is the
purchaser (customer) liable to pay the supplier (vendor). Thus, payments and
accounts payable transactions are deferred in the supply chain when such inven-
tory is kept.

In SAP, vendor consignment stock is:

� Managed separately from the rest of the inventory so that, at any given time,
you know what inventory you store which still belongs to the vendor.

� Managed separately for each vendor.

Vendor consignment stock is managed as a special stock, using the special stock
indicator “K”. This special stock is updated on storage location level, as the mate-
rial is actually stored by your own company. The consignment stock is not actu-
ally valuated, as it still belongs to the vendor. It is only when vendor consignment
inventory is taken over into your own stock that this inventory is carried as an
asset on your books.

1.3.6 Vendor-Managed Inventory (VMI)

Vendor-managed inventory (VMI) is an inventory practice where your inventory is
controlled and replenished by the supplier, rather than via material requirements
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planning (MRP). Basically, the supplier assumes the role of inventory planning for
the customer. This practice has gained acceptance in many industries, and what
once was thought of as an experiment has become the preferred way of doing
business for many manufacturers, retailers, and distributors.

In a VMI environment, the supplier is responsible for managing inventory at the
customer’s facility. In that process, your supplier visits your company at frequent
(and mostly pre-determined) times, and physically checks how much of an item
(or items) you still have in stock. The inventory will then either be replaced
immediately (in cases where the supplier may carry inventory with him), or a
replenishment order is placed to stock missing parts as soon as possible. The ven-
dor and the customer (your company) are usually bound by an agreement which
determines inventory levels, fill rates and costs. The VMI inventory practice is
best used for parts that are fairly consistent and predictable.

In many companies that work with sophisticated ERP systems, the supplier may
even have visibility into their client’s VMI inventory in order to keep track of cur-
rent inventory levels, which allows them to plan any required stock replenishment.

A VMI arrangement can improve supply chain performance by reducing invento-
ries and eliminating stockout situations. The supplier can better prepare to
replenish the customer because he can more easily predict and schedule his own
production. Stockouts can be reduced or eliminated altogether, because you don’t
have to reorder parts at the last minute, not knowing if the supplier can restock in
time. Through this improved inventory management, costs may be reduced.

From a financial point of view, vendor managed inventory is not treated any dif-
ferent than the inventory that is managed by yourself. It usually does not consti-
tute a different inventory account: if a spare part is managed by your supplier, it
still will be classified as such in the balance sheet, just like any other spare part.

As we have seen, there are many different inventory types that a company deals
with on a regular basis. We have only discussed the most common of these inven-
tory types in the previous pages. Some other types of inventory that a company
holds may, for example, be categorized as:

� Packaging inventory

� Non-valuated inventory

� PRT (production resource/tools) inventory

� Operating supplies inventory
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But no matter what type of inventory you hold, it needs to be efficiently managed
to ensure proficient production and sales processes.

There are numerous ways of describing inventory types. Beyond the aforemen-
tioned categories, inventory types can also be categorized based on the demand
pattern that creates the need for inventory. If the need for inventory is not depen-
dent upon the demand of any other item, then the inventory for such an item is
considered independent demand; finished goods typically fall into this category.

However, if the need for inventory depends upon the demand of another item,
then such inventory need is categorized as dependent demand; raw materials or
components typically fall into this category, as their inventory needs depend on
the demand for the finished product.

No matter how you categorize your inventory, ultimately you need to balance it
so that customer demands can be fulfilled with the appropriate supply of goods.
Remember, it comes down to having the correct inventory in the right form and
quantity, in the right place and time, at the right cost.

Inventory is a major asset in most companies, and the cost of this asset is usually
pretty well-known. But beyond the actual price of an item (moving average or
standard price based on how the material is valuated), there are other costs that
will accrue as a result of holding inventory. We will have a look at these costs
next.

1.4 Inventory Costs

We can define inventory costs as…

…the cost of keeping goods in stock. It is expressed as a percentage of the inventory
value, including captial, warehousing, depreciation, insurance, taxtion, obsolescene,
and skringing costs.

Basically, inventory costs are all costs related to storing and maintaining inven-
tory over a period of time. They can be categorized into three main components:

� Ordering costs

� Storage (or carrying/holding) costs

� Stockout (or shortage) costs
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It is important to note here that ordering costs typically vary inversely with car-
rying (holding) costs. The more orders an enterprise places with its suppliers, the
higher ordering costs become. However, ordering more of a product usually
translates to smaller average inventory levels, and thus lower carrying costs. In
other words, ordering excess quantity will result in carrying cost of inventory,
whereas ordering less will result in increased replenishment and ordering costs
(Figure 1.9 depicts this behavior).

Figure 1.9  Ordering Cost versus Holding Costs

More often than not, companies don’t know exactly how much costs are tied up
in their inventory, and measuring inventory cost in itself is not easy. Many com-
panies rely on their accounting department, and let them come up with an esti-
mate for the costs of inventory. Other organizations just take some “benchmark”
or “rule of thumb” numbers and apply the costs directly to the costs of goods
sold. But no matter how you look at it, to really obtain accurate inventory costs,
you have to look at all cost aspects

The true costs of inventory consist of many components, and when assessing these
costs, one has to understand that the relevant numbers won’t necessarily appear in
your accounting records. In the following section, we will take a more detailed
look at the main inventory cost categories in order to gain a better understanding
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on what these costs entail. As such we will focus on the costs of actual inventory
owned, rather than those aspects that are related to the flow of goods.

1.4.1 Ordering Costs

Ordering costs (sometimes also called costs of replenishing inventory) are the
incremental costs that are incurred each time an item is ordered. These costs are
incurred for each purchase order, regardless of the lot size ordered, and are over
and above the purchase order price. Examples of order costs include the cost of
preparing a requisition; placing a purchase order; posting a goods receipt;
inspecting received items; putting the goods away upon receipt; processing the
vendor’s invoice; and remitting payment to the vendor.

Ordering costs are not based on the order’s quantity, but are rather the result of
the instance of an order. In other words, if total annual costs do not change as the
order frequency changes, then the cost should not be included in the ordering
costs. If a specific cost remains the same when you switch from placing a single
order every quarter to placing a weekly order, then it is not really an ordering cost.

Ordering costs can be further subdivided into:

� Order processing costs

� Inbound (third-party) logistics costs

� Goods receipt processing cost

� Inspection costs

� Other costs

Order processing costs

Order processing costs can be considered a fixed cost, as they operate inde-
pendently of the number of units ordered. This includes the costs that are associ-
ated with:

� Determining the need to order, meaning the time and effort it takes someone
to review purchase proposals.

� Creating the purchase order.

� Any purchase order approval steps that may be required.

� Monitoring, expediting or de-expediting purchase orders.
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Based on a company’s policy, order processing costs may also include costs that
relate to sourcing efforts and obtaining quotes from vendors. This is especially
the case in an environment where a policy demands that you request new vendor
pricing every time you order. To sum it all up: order processing costs are any
incurred costs or fees that are directly associated with the ordering transaction.

Inbound (third-party) logistic costs

These costs are any transactional costs that relate to transportation, or which are
associated with any freight-forwarder or other third-party logistics activities. As
opposed to order processing costs, inbound logistic costs are variable because ship-
ping costs typically depend on the total volume of product ordered.

Goods receipt processing costs

These are many costs that relate to the processing of incoming goods, and the
receipt thereof. These costs are referred to as goods receipt processing costs, and
includes costs associated with:

� Unloading trailers (if and where applicable).

� Handling bills of lading.

� Unpacking cartons.

� Checking items on the packing slip against the actual received quantity to
ensure it matches.

� Entering the goods receipt into your system.

Order costs in that area are costs related to the actual process, rather than costs
related to the received quantity.

Inspection costs

Some or all of the items you receive may require some kind of inspection before
they can be put into stock. Inspection costs relate to quality inspection of incoming
goods. This includes costs that are associated with:

� Preparing the quality inspection.

� Inspecting items.

� Capturing inspection results and entering them into the system.
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Other costs

There may be additional costs that you want to include in your ordering costs.
Example of these costs are:

� Clerical costs related to putaway received and inspected items.

� Clerical costs related to invoice entry/processing.

� Clerical cost related to invoice payment.

While all of the aforementioned types of ordering costs are described in relation
to external procurement, please keep in mind that ordering costs do also occur
for internal production each time an item is produced. This would, for example,
include:

� Setup costs (for a production run), including any scrap costs, if setup produces
any kind of scrap.

� Costs for picking and deliver components to the shop floor.

� Tooling if tools is unique to the production run.

Ordering costs can be stored in the MRP1 view of the SAP material master record
for the purpose of calculating an optimal order lot size (for internal or external
procurement). Figure 1.10 shows where we can maintain ordering costs in the
material master.

Figure 1.10  Ordering Costs in the Material Master

1.4.2 Storage (Carrying/Holding) Costs

Storage costs  (sometimes also called carrying or ordering costs) are defined as the
total price of holding (or carrying) a specific quantity of inventory. This includes
any costs associated with the storage (i.e., warehouse lease costs, utility costs for
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the storage facility, maintenance costs for the storage location’s upkeep, insur-
ance), or less tangible expenses, such as losses due to theft.

As a rule of thumb, you could say that if a specific cost does not change as the
inventory level fluctuates, then it should not be included in storage costs, as stor-
age costs are typically associated with the quantity of inventory that a company
carries. Holding costs are generally expressed as a percentage of the inventory
value.

Storage costs can be further subdivided into:

� Capital costs

� Storage space costs

� Inventory service costs

� Inventory risk costs

Some companies may want to divide their storage costs differently. For example,
they may consider dividing them into capital and non-capital carrying costs.

Capital costs

Capital costs are associated with having capital tied up in inventory. They are the
largest component among all inventory storage costs, and include everything that
relates to the investment, the interests on working capital, taxes on inventory
paid (where inventory is actually taxed), insurance costs, and other costs associ-
ated with legal liabilities, as well as the opportunity cost of the money invested in
inventory.

Determining capital costs can be a complicated endeavor, or not, depending on
the business. Many companies have debt associated with their inventory, and so
one way to apply capital costs associated with having inventory is to use the inter-
est rate paid on the debt. Another way to determine capital costs is to use the
weighted average cost of capital (WACC), which is the rate at which a company is
expected to pay, on average, all of its security holders, in order to finance its
assets. It is also commonly referred to as the company’s cost of capital.

Capital costs are usually expressed as a percentage of the dollar value of the total
inventory currently held. This may either be an objective figure, derived from a
calculation, or a subjective figure, derived from experience or industry standards.
Capital costs are often vastly underestimated: some companies simply apply a rate
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as less as 5%. However, for the great majority of companies, capital costs can
reach 15%, according to Stephen G. Timme and Christine Williams-Timme (“The
Real Cost of Holding Inventory,” Supply Chain Management Review, 7/1/2003).

Storage space costs

Storage space costs include the cost of building rental (or mortgage) and facility
maintenance, property taxes, and utility costs for utilities (i.e., lighting, air condi-
tioning, heating, etc.).

Storage space costs depend on the kind of storage chosen; for example, whether
the warehouse is company-owned or rented. In cases where the same building is
used for different purposes, the portion of the building associated with receiving
and storing inventory must be determined. Some of the costs are fixed, such as
rent or mortgage, while others are variable, such as the handling of materials that
will vary with the level of inventory.

Not all the inventory necessarily has the same storage space costs, since not all
inventory items share the same storage cost characteristics. Case in point: items
kept in a cold storage facility require a more costly storage environment when
compared to a regular dry storage area; similarly, storing hazardous materials
usually entails more costs than storing regular items. Furthermore, you are likely
not calculating the exact storage costs for each individual item, but rather group-
ing them and applying costs this way.

At this point, it is helpful to mention that storage space saturation can result in an
increase in costs. When a warehouse reaches the point of saturation, it may be
difficult to move within the warehouse space, which can result in a halt in inven-
tory flow. You may have to quickly find backup or overflow storage at additional
or excessive costs to remedy the situation. Needless to say, a scenario like this can
have an impact on your storage space costs.

Inventory service costs

Inventory service costs include insurance paid on the inventory, IT hardware and
applications (including cost of purchase, depreciation, or rental or lease as the
case may be), and the physical handling costs for moving materials in and out of
the storage facility. Furthermore, material-handling equipment can be attributed
to this cost category, as well as any expenses related to inventory control efforts
and physical inventory or cycle counting processes.
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The insurance costs in this category are pretty straightforward. The insurance that
a company has to pay depends on the type of goods in the warehouse, as well as
the inventory’s level: the higher the level of inventory stored, the higher the
insurance premium will be.

Some literature also includes the tax that is assessed for the level of inventory in
this cost category, while others assign the taxes to the capital costs category. In
any case, the higher the inventory levels, the higher the taxes paid, and thus the
higher the inventory costs.

Inventory service cost may also be straightforward to determine when using a
third-party logistics (3PL) provider, as the costs might come as a package with the
storage space costs.

Inventory risk costs

Inventory risk costs cover the risk of inventory decreasing in value over the period
of time it is stored. The relevance of this category may differ based on the indus-
try in which a company operates. For example, in the retail industry, the risk
might be higher, because you don’t want to store too much inventory, as the
demand changes based on the season, or with each new fashion collection. There
is also a greater risk involved if a company deals with perishable goods, such as in
the foods industry or in the cosmetics industry.

Inventory risk costs can be further expanded into:

� Risk of shrinkage 
Risk of shrinkage deals with the loss of products that may occur between the
time of purchase (when inventory is first recorded upon receipt) and the point
of use or sale (when you realize that the book inventory may not necessarily
match the actual inventory). The cause for the shrinkage could be, for example:

� The result of theft (including employee theft).

� Due to administrative errors (if items are misplaced).

� Due to the loss of items (or materials) during transit.

The latter case depends much on the shipping terms (Incoterms) that have been
agreed upon with the seller, which determine the point at which the risk of loss
transfers to the buyer or seller.
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� Risk of damage 
Risk of damage deals with the loss of products during the period of storage due
to incorrect storage. The cause of damage could be, for example:

� Water damage.

� Heat damage, if a cold-storage item is not stored as such.

� Damage due to improper handling of the item.

Not every item or material is likely falling into this category: some may carry a
higher risk of damage than others (i.e., glass products have a higher risk of dam-
age than steel rods).

� Risk of obsolescence 
Risk of obsolescence takes into account the costs associated with items that are
past their use-by or expiration date, and which therefore can no longer be used.
It also includes items that become obsolete because of a new design or packag-
ing.

� Risk of spoilage 
Risk of spoilage deals with loss of inventory due to wrong processing or other
unexpected factors during the production process. This does not, however,
include spoilage that is already accounted for with a scrap factor that is used in
the process. Rather, this risk pertains to an additional, unforeseen spoilage.

In order to apply proper storage costs, you will likely have to group your materi-
als into the various risk groups and assess each group individually to determine
appropriate costs. Inventory risk costs need to be applied to an item based on its
characteristics. Determining the proper costs may be difficult for one category,
whereas for another category it can be easier and more straightforward. For
example, if you are scrapping (or writing off) obsolete material and use a desig-
nated reason code when posting the inventory movement, you can pull informa-
tion out of your system regarding the costs involved over a period of time, and
then use this information to determine a cost percentage for that group.

Inventory risk costs are an important part of storage (holding) costs, because the
higher your inventory, the greater the risk of shrinkage, damage, obsolescence, or
spoilage. Sadly, this cost category is often neglected.

You can enter storage (carrying/holding) costs into the MRP1 view of the SAP mate-
rial master record for the purpose of calculating an optimal order lot size. However,
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as opposed to the maintenance of order costs, which is done in an absolute amount,
storage costs are expressed in a percentage via a storage cost indicator. Figure 1.11
shows where you can maintain ordering costs in the material master.

Figure 1.11  Storage Cost Indicator in the Material Master

As storage costs can vary greatly based on the characteristics of the materials
involved, you can configure many storage cost indicators in SAP, each one
expressing a different storage cost percentage value. Figure 1.12 shows an exam-
ple of a storage cost indicator configuration.

Figure 1.12  Configuration of Storage Cost Indicator

Many organization underestimate the total costs of holding inventory. Expert eval-
uations generally put these costs anywhere between 20% and 50%, though some
go even higher. To determine your storage costs, you should look at your capital
costs (including the investment in inventory), as well as your product types.

Many companies use a “rule of thumb” value of 25% for their carrying costs,
meaning 25% of their on-hand inventory value is assessed as storage costs.
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Another method of calculating the cost of carrying useful inventory is adding 20%
to the current prime rate for borrowing money (i.e., if the prime rate is 7.5%,
then the storage costs would be 27.5% [20+7.5]).

It is difficult to come up with precise figures for each these costs, but the follow-
ing estimates can be used:

� Capital costs: 15%

� Storage space costs: 2%

� Inventory service costs: 2%

� Inventory risk costs: 6%

So far, we have emphasized storage (carrying/holding) costs in order to illustrate
the importance of the category, as it is the largest of all inventory cost categories.
However, there is one more category that we need to address: stockout costs.

1.4.3 Stockout (Shortage) Costs

Stockout costs  (sometimes also called shortage costs) are the costs that a company
incurs when a stockout takes place. It expresses the economic consequences of
not being able to meet internal or external demand from the current inventory.
Such costs can, for example, occur if higher shipping costs have to be paid for a
material that needs to be expedited, or if the cost of replenishment is higher
because you have to switch to another, more expensive supplier. These costs can
also be seen as relating to the loss of customer loyalty or the loss of reputation a
company may suffer. While the cost of the latter examples may be difficult to be
pinpoint, other shortage costs can be determined very easily (i.e., you usually
know the additional shipping charges, or can compare vendor prices).

Inventory costs are typically counter-balanced by the possibility of having stock-
outs by using a service level percentage when computing the safety stock level.

Stockout costs can be of an internal or external nature. Internal costs can be
accrued for:

� Delays

� Labor time wastage

� Lost production (idle production line)
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� Unscheduled production schedule change

� Machine changes

� Teardown costs

External costs can be accrued for:

� Loss of profit from lost sales

� Loss of future profit due to loss of goodwill

� Costs involved trying to minimize customer dissatisfaction (i.e., offering incen-
tives)

� Penalties payable to customers for failure to delivery on time (if contractually
agreed upon)

A stockout situation is a scenario that most dread, because it can come with a sig-
nificant cost to the company if you must stop production or if a customer order
cannot be fulfilled.

Calculating and knowing the cost of stockouts, on the other hand, will often
result in the realization that inventory levels may need to be improved, and will
show where such an improvement is needed.

The costs surrounding inventory are significant: most companies don’t really
know how much it’s costing them to hold inventory, and it’s difficult to make a
precise assessment. However, knowing these costs is important to making the
correct supply chain decisions. It can also be key to receiving approval for inven-
tory management initiatives that otherwise might be rejected.

The impact that inventory costs do have on any supply chain initiates should
never be underestimated. S.G. Timme and C. Williams-Timme expressed this
notion best…

…When evaluating supply chain initiatives, companies often discount or even omit
the benefits of reducing inventory noncapital carrying costs because they do not pos-
sess credible estimates of these costs. Most agree that the benefits exist. But without
credible estimates, the benefits typically are excluded from the analysis. This prac-
tice is understandable. Nevertheless, if the impact on these costs cannot be reason-
able measured, the true value of many supply chain initiatives will be understated.
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1.5 Summary

Managing inventory operations and understanding basic inventory management
terms requires certain core competencies, as inventory procurement, storage, and
management is associated with huge costs related to each of these functions.

Understanding the movement type concept is important in SAP, as every move-
ment is indicated by a movement type, and choosing the correct type for each
inventory movement is crucial. It is also important to know the different types of
inventory your organization holds, and how each type needs to be treated.

Lastly, assessing inventory costs is essential and has repercussions on the finances
of every company, as well as on its management.

Knowing all of these inventory basics is the key to effective inventory manage-
ment. Now that we have the set the stage, we are ready to move on to the inven-
tory business processes; to dive deeper into each process and look at them in
more detail.
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G/L account, 42, 71, 412
GAAP (generally accepted accounting princi-

ples), 16
Goods issue, 36, 88

default values, 106
hold function, 106
planned, 88
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Goods issue (Cont.)
(sales) to customer, 92
slip, 139
to a cost object, 95
to production, 90

Goods movement, 40, 42, 65, 415
cancellation, 135

Goods receipt, 36, 66
default values, 84
distribute quantity, 86
find function, 85
for externally procured parts, 71
for in-house produced parts, 68
hold function, 87
without references, 74

Goods receipt processing time, 220
Goods receipt slip, 73, 139
Goods receipt value, 342, 345
Groff reorder procedure, 185

H

Historical consumption data, 252
Hit lists, 397

consumption value, 346
goods receipt value and number of receipts, 

345
range of coverage, 343
Slow-moving items, 349
stock values, 342

Hold function, 87

I

Independent requirements, 255
Indirect materials, 45
Industrial dynamics, 241
In-house production time, 220, 329
Initial inventory entry, 74
Inventory

accounting definition, 16
advantages of, 18
carrying cost, 28
definition, 15

Inventory (Cont.)
disadvantages of, 19
movement/storage basics, 20
reasons for, 17
SAP definition, 17
supply chain management definition, 16

Inventory accuracy, 489
Inventory accuracy metric, 29
Inventory buffer, 225–226
Inventory business processes, 65
Inventory carrying costs, 22
Inventory Cockpit, 381, 487

aggregation levels, 390
dashboard view, 387
graphical display, 387
hit lists, 397
interactive graphics, 393
key figures, 386
measuring function, 398
period comparison, 395
prerequisites, 383
purpose, 382
results, 386

Inventory Controlling Cockpit, 381
Inventory controlling system, 234, 417–418, 

488
graphics, 426
information structures, 418

Inventory costs, 52
ordering costs, 54
stockout costs, 62
storage costs, 56

Inventory count, 149
Inventory load, 76
Inventory management

basics, 35
Inventory metrics for supply chain, 27
Inventory optimization, 286, 311

areas, 313
content, 312
definition, 30
key factors, 314
multiple-step approach, 311

Inventory optimization initiatives, 312
Inventory posting, 39
Inventory quality categories, 496
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Inventory quality ratio, 495
Inventory reports, 406
Inventory sampling, 155
Inventory strategy, 223, 229
Inventory target value, 385

formula, 385
Inventory transactions, 65
Inventory turnover, 342, 348, 432, 458

analysis, 431
annual inventory turnover, 465
improvement of, 464
metric, 27
value, 461

Inventory types, 45
customer consignment inventory, 49
finished goods inventory, 47
raw material inventory, 45
spare parts, 48
vendor consignment inventory, 50
WIP inventory, 46

Inventory valuation - accounting, 447
FIFO method, 448
LIFO method, 447

Inventory variances, 24

J

JIT (Just-In-time), 189

K

Kanban, 216, 296
advantages, 298
automatic calculation, 302
classic, 302
control cycle, 300
event-driven, 302
goals, 297
master data and setup, 299
material flow, 307
one-card, 302
prerequisites, 299
procedures (types), 302
replenishment strategies, 301
status, 306

Kanban (Cont.)
supply area, 300
with quantity signal, 302

Kanban board, 305
Kanban flows, 297
Key figure

annual inventory turnover, 465
average inventory turnover, 464
average range of coverage, 470
basic key figure, 452
calculated key figure, 452
dead stock, 452
inventory turnover, 458
other, 484
range of coverage, 466
requirements value, 480
slow-moving items, 456
stock value, 471
usage value, 474

Key performance indicators (KPIs), 31, 485
average inventory, 488
customer service level, 485
days of inventory outstanding (DIO), 489
days of supply over RLT, 492
inventory accuracy, 489
inventory quality ratio (IQR), 495
number of failed availability checks, 494
number of stock-outs, 494
safety stock, 490
safety stock coverage, 491
target inventory level, 487

L

Lead times, 323, 326–327
LIFO reporting, 447
Limit values, 189
List display, 158
LMN analysis, 276, 315, 338, 445
Logistics Information System (LIS), 287, 405, 

417
document evaluation, 287

Lot size, 175, 271, 317
according to planning calendar, 181
daily, 180
exact, 178
fixed, 179
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Lot size (Cont.)
fixed with splitting and overlapping, 179
limit values, 189
maximum, 176
minimum, 176
monthly, 181
past-period balancing, 182
posting period, 181
replenishment up to maximum stock level, 179
rounding values, 190
weekly, 180

Lot size indicator, 178
Lot size parameters, 318
Lot size procedures, 176–177

dynamic lot size creation, 184
Groff reorder procedure, 185
least unit cost, 183
optimum, 182
periodic, 180
static, 178

Lot Size Simulator, 190, 362
advantages of, 362
graphical display, 365
notification, 365
parameters, 364
simulation results, 365
update of ordering cost, 367
update of storage cost indicator, 367
updating lot size parameters, 369

Lot-sizing procedure, 271
LSMW (Legacy System Migration Work-

bench), 76

M

Market analysis, 251
Master data, 161
Master production scheduling procedures, 

197
Master schedule items, 197
Material availability, 258
Material availability check, 259
Material block, 66
Material classification, 331
Material document, 40, 67, 89

cancel, 135
print, 139
reversal, 42

Material document list, 158, 415–416
Material forecast, 198
Material master record, 38, 317
Material segmentation, 331
Material stock analysis, 488
Material to material stock transfer, 127
Materials classification, 274
Materials portfolio segmentation, 281
Materials requirements planning procedures, 

195
Mean absolute deviation (MAD), 171, 202, 

248
Mean square error (MSE), 249
Minimum order quantity, 191, 271
Movement type, 36, 68, 75, 77

add or change, 36
concept, 35
configuration, 37
value, 39

Movement types (GR), 87
MRO (maintenance, repair, and operating) 

parts, 48
MRP, 254

basics, 255
impact on inventory, 267
objectives of, 258

MRP controller
how to use, 278

MRP elements, 262, 277
outdated, 277

MRP Exception Monitor, 285, 493
MRP group, 167
MRP list, 170
MRP Monitor, 234, 279, 336, 405, 490–491

analyses, 438
MRP Monitor result screen, 340
MRP procedures, 192, 216, 270
MRP run, 169
MRP types, 191, 314

deterministic, 193
forecast-based planning, 207
reorder point planning, 201
stochastic (consumption-based), 197
time-phased planning, 215

Multi-echelon inventory management, 399
objective of, 401
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N

Net requirements calculation, 263
Net requirements planning, 326
Non-valuated inventory, 51
Number of failed availability checks, 495
Number of receipts, 345
Number of stockouts, 494

O

Obsolete items, 496
One-step stock transfer procedure, 109, 118
Online analytical processing (OLAP), 417
Online transaction processing (OLTP), 417
Open purchase orders, 408
Operating efficiency, 261
Operating supplies inventory, 51
Optimum inventory level, 260
Optimum lot sizes, 182
Order fill rate, 485
Ordering costs, 54, 186, 367

goods receipt processing costs, 55
inbound (third-party) logistics costs, 55
inspection costs, 55
order processing costs, 54
other costs, 56

Output for goods movement, 140
Over-delivery, 69, 72

P

Packaging inventory, 51
Parameter ID NDR, 141
Pareto Principle, 332
Performance boundaries, 229–230, 232, 234
Periodic lot sizes, 180
Physical inventory, 144

analysis, 150
block materials for posting, 146
count, 149
enter inventory count, 150
freeze book inventory, 147
list of differences, 151
phases, 145

Physical inventory (Cont.)
preparation, 145
via sessions, 152

Physical inventory document, 146, 155
change, 151
printing, 148
recount, 151

Planned delivery time, 220
Planned opening date, 327
Planning (MRP) Strategy, 267
Planning calendar, 181
Planning cycle, 212
Planning strategy, 238
Planning time fence, 197
Plant to plant stock transfer, 118
Policy setting, 280
Portfolio management, 275
Posting block, 146
Posting date, 67, 90
Predictability, 270
Price variances, 24
Print indicator, 140
Printing material document

print, 139
Process uncertainties, 25
Processing an output, 143
Product analysis, 251
Production, 288
Production activities, 260
Production order, 47, 66
Production plan

finite, 294
Project stock, 74
PRT (production resource/tools) inventory, 51
Pull principle, 216
Pull-based customer-centric approach, 21
Purchase order (PO), 71
Purchasing activities, 261
Push principle, 216

Q

Quality inspection stock, 70, 72, 74, 94, 108
Quantity in transfer, 115
Quantity-based buffer, 174
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R

Range of coverage, 174, 342–343, 435, 466
average, 470

Range of coverage profile, 168
Raw materials, 16
Reason code, 152, 159
Reason for movement list, 159
Receipt of by-product, 81
Receipt of free-of-charge goods, 79
Receipts without production order, 78
Receipts without purchase order, 76
Receipts/issues analysis, 427
Regression analysis, 358
Release date, 327
Reorder point, 199, 320, 322
Reorder point planning, 167, 199, 266

automatic, 201
automatic with external requirments, 206
manual, 201
manual with external requirements, 204

Reorder point procedures, 199
Reorder point simulator, 206
Replenishment lead time, 200, 202, 218, 272, 

323, 441
determination of, 323
for externally procured materials, 218
for in-house produced parts, 218
how to determine, 330
RLT monitor, 331

Replenishment Lead Time (RLT) Monitor, 331, 
370
Gantt chart, 378
graphical display, 377
results, 374
simulated planning run, 381
update into the material master, 379

Replenishment strategies, 191
Replenishment type, 314

example, 315
Replenishment up to maximum stock level, 

179
Reporting, 156
Reports in Inventory Management, 156
Reprocessing an output, 143
Reservations, 130

administration of, 134
change, 133
list of, 134

Return deliveries to vendors, 103
Returned blocked stock, 74, 83
Returns, 74
Returns from customer, 82
Reversal movement types, 87, 106, 129
Risk of obsolescence, 60
Risk of shrinkage, 59
Risk of spoilage, 60
Rough-cut plan, 236
Rounding profile, 190
Rounding value, 176, 190, 271

S

Safety stock, 23, 161, 165, 172, 320, 322, 490
automatic, 170
availability, 167
buffer, 172
criteria for determining, 321
dynamic, 168
example of a matrix, 321
static, 166

Safety stock coverage, 491
Safety Stock Simulator, 172, 206, 353

graphical display, 357
regression analysis, 357
service level optimization, 359
simulation methods, 355
simulation results, 356
updates into the material master, 358

Safety stock strategy, 272
Safety time, 174–175
Sales and operations planning (S&OP), 236, 

312
Sales order stock, 74
SAP ERP, 15
SAP ERP Quality Management (QM), 67
SAP ERP Warehouse Management (WM), 67
Scheduling, 291
Scheduling margin key, 292
Scheduling methods, 291

Lead time scheduling, 291
MRP without lead time scheduling, 291

Scrapping a material, 99
Segmentation, 231
Service level, 161–162, 172

optimal, 162
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Service Level Monitor, 486
Service level optimization, 359
Shop floor uncertainties, 307
Slow movers, 342, 349
Slow-moving items, 456, 496
Special stock indicator, 37
Standard Deviations of a Normal Distribution, 

171
Static lot size, 178
Statistical forecast, 235
Stock control, 405
Stock days’ supply, 343
Stock determination, 130
Stock in transfer, 113
Stock on posting date, 158
Stock overview, 133, 156, 406

after stock transfer, 117
display version, 406
stock categories, 408
transaction, 408
with stock in transfer, 115

Stock reports, 156
Stock transfer, 107

between company codes, 124
between plants, 118
between storage locations, 108
one-step procedure, 109, 118
two-step procedure, 113, 120

Stock type, 70, 72
Stock value, 342, 471
Stock value analysis, 423

classification, 473
Stock/requirements list, 170
Stockout, 51, 164, 322

costs, 48, 62
frequency of, 165
period, 165
rate, 485

Storage constrains, 226
Storage cost indicator, 186, 367
Storage costs, 56, 186

capital costs, 57
inventory risk costs, 59

Storage location data, 38
Storage location to storage location stock 

transfer, 108
Subcontracting inventory, 413
Supply area, 300

Supply chain
performance tracking, 26
supply-driven versus demand-driven, 21
uncertainty, 23

Supply chain management, 20, 253
inventory as metric, 26

Supply-driven supply chain, 21
Supply-side uncertainties, 24
Sustainable inventory, 31

T

Target inventory level, 487
Targets, 223, 229, 232, 234
Theory of constraints, 228
Time buffer, 174, 227
Time-phased planning, 212, 215

deterministic (demand-driven), 212
stochastic (consumption-based), 212
time interval, 212
with automatic reorder point, 215

Time-phased planning procedures, 211
Time-supply measure of inventory, 494
Transaction, 153

CM04, 293
MB02, 135
MB03, 42
MB21, 131
MB22, 133
MB31, 68
MB51, 416
MB52, 409
MB5B, 411
MB5L, 412
MB5T, 128
MBVR, 134
MC.A, 427
MC.C, 234, 470
MC40, 282, 419
MC45, 474
MC47, 480
MC48, 471
MD06, 284
MD07, 284
MIGO, 41, 69
MIGO_GO, 68
MM17, 330
MMBE, 406
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Transaction (Cont.)
OMJJ, 36
OMWE, 447

Transfer of stock, 108
Transfer posting, 107, 125
Two-step stock transfer procedure, 113, 120

U

Unplanned goods issue to production, 107
Unpredictability, 224
Unrestricted use stock, 70, 72, 74, 94, 108
Usage classification, 270
Usage frequency, 270
Usage value, 474
UVW analysis, 164, 276, 315, 339, 443

U items, 443
V items, 443
W items, 443

V

Valuated stock, 50
Variability, 224

W

Warehouse inventory reports, 409
consignment at customer, 414
consignment from vendor, 414
expiration date list, 413
list of stock values, 412
stock for posting date, 411
stock in transit, 411
stock with subcontractor, 413
valuated special stock, 412

Warehouse stock, 409
Warehouse stock report, 157, 411
Whiplash effect, 241
Wilson EOQ Model, 187
WIP (work in process), 16

X

XYZ analysis, 164, 276, 315, 332, 334, 339, 
439
X items, 439
Y items, 439
Z items, 439
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